After an introduction to some aspects of bidifferential calculus on associative algebras, we focus on the notion of a "symmetry" of a generalized zero curvature equation and derive Bäcklund and (forward, backward and binary) Darboux transformations from it. We also recall a matrix version of the binary Darboux transformation and, inspired by the so-called Cauchy matrix approach, present an infinite system of equations solved by it. Finally, we sketch recent work on a deformation of the matrix binary Darboux transformation in bidifferential calculus, leading to a treatment of integrable equations with sources.
Introduction
Integrability of a partial differential and/or difference equation (PDDE), or more generally a system of such equations, is most frequently understood in the sense that the equations arise as the compatibility (or integrability) condition of a set of linear equations, a Lax system. For some integrable PDEs in two dimensions, the compatibility condition can be expressed as the condition of vanishing curvature of a connection, but this differential-geometric framework is too narrow. However, there is a generalization of the differential-geometric setting to a framework of "noncommutative geometry", preserving simple computational rules. A crucial point is the use of "generalized differential forms" instead of "generalized vector fields" or generalized derivations (see, e.g., [2, 30] ) as the basic structure. Whereas, for example, discrete derivatives obey a modified derivation rule, on the level of forms one can preserve the simple graded derivation (Leibniz) rule for a generalized exterior derivative. Substantial results can then be derived by very simple and universal computations.
Let A be an associative algebra, over a field K of characteristic zero, and (Ω, δ) a differential calculus over A. Here Ω = k≥0 Ω k is a graded algebra with Ω 0 = A and A-bimodules Ω k , and δ is a derivation of degree one. A connection on a left A-module Γ is a linear map ∇ : Γ → Ω 1 ⊗ A Γ, such that ∇(f γ) = δf ⊗ A γ + f ∇γ, for all f ∈ A and γ ∈ Γ. It extends to Ω ⊗ A Γ, so that we can define the curvature as ∇ 2 . The essence of integrability of some "condition" may then be expressed as
For example, here "condition" could mean that a variable solves a certain PDDE. In this case we are looking for a differential calculus and a connection on a module, depending on the dependent variable of the PDDE, such that the zero curvature condition holds iff the variable satisfies the PDE. We will make the simplifying assumption that the module Γ has a basis b µ , µ = 1, . . . , m. Then, using the summation convention, we have γ = γ µ b µ and
where A is the m × m matrix of elements of Ω 1 defined by ∇b µ = A µ ν ⊗ A b ν . However, in most cases the above characterization of integrability is not strong enough. Rather, one needs a connection that depends on a ("spectral") parameter and the stronger condition that the curvature vanishes for all of its values. Bidifferential calculus [11, 18] is the special case where ∇ is linear in such a parameter. In particular, one meets this situation in case of the (anti-) self-dual Yang-Mills equation [20, 31] . So let
The zero curvature condition is required to hold for all λ and is then equivalent to
Since typically one of the two "gauge potentials" A and B can be transformed to zero by a gauge transformation, we set B = 0. 1 Then the zero curvature condition reduces to
The first equation can be solved by setting A = dφ, with φ ∈ Mat(m, m, A), the algebra of m × m matrices over A. Then the last equation takes the form
Alternatively, we can solve Fd[A] = 0 by setting A = (dg) g −1 with an invertible g ∈ Mat(m, m, A).
Equations (1.2) and (1.3) are related byd
which has both, (1.2) and (1.3), as integrability conditions. The problem of finding a Lax system for a PDDE, or a system of PDDEs, now corresponds to the problem of finding a bidifferential calculus representation of that system, such that the equation is equivalent to either (1.2) or (1.3). These two equations can be regarded (cf. [18] ) as generalizations or analogs of well-known potential forms of the famous (anti-) self-dual Yang-Mills equation on a flat four-dimensional space with Euclidean or split signature [20, 31] . We should point out that there may be PDDEs possessing a Lax pair, but no bidifferential calculus representation. At least quite a number of integrable PDDEs are indeed realizations of one of these equations.
How to understand that an equation like (1.2) has so many integrable equations as realizations? Of course, in order to make contact with an integrable PDDE, the algebra A has to include an algebra of functions on some set. But we can extend it by operators, so that φ becomes operatorvalued. If, nevertheless, (1.2) turns out to be equivalent to a PDDE, or a system of PDDEs, we are in business.
In the bidifferential calculus framework, we thus consider "universal" equations for objects in any associative algebra. Depending on a concrete choice of a bidifferential calculus, there will be different realizations, which inherit essential properties from the universal framework. (1.2) and (1.3) are important examples, but we will also show that they have interesting extensions. It is important to stress that bidifferential calculus is a framework. It is not bound to the equations introduced above.
Although examples presented in this work are integrable PDDEs, we want to emphasize the general structure, which only requires a graded associative algebra and two anticommuting graded derivations of degree one acting on it with coboundary properties. There might well be applications to quite different areas of mathematics.
In Section 2 we define in a more precise way what we mean by a bidifferential calculus. Some important examples are recalled. Furthermore, it is shown that (1.1) is the integrability condition of a linear system. In this sense, (1.1) is integrable. Moreover, there is a simple construction of an infinite chain of conservation laws.
Section 3 introduces a class of symmetries of (1.1). We show that they lead to a universal Bäcklund transformation [35, 36] of (1.2), respectively (1.3), as well as to (forward, backward and binary) Darboux transformations (see [32] for concrete examples).
Perhaps the most efficient method to generate large classes of exact solutions of integrable systems is a matrix version of the binary Darboux transformation method. An abstract version in bidifferential calculus is recalled in Section 2. Section 5 presents new material, an infinite system of equations solved by the latter method.
In Section 6, we sketch recent work about a deformation of the binary Darboux transformation in bidifferential calculus, leading to integrable equations with sources [6, 34] .
Finally, Section 7 contains some concluding remarks.
Bidifferential calculus
First we give a precise definition of bidifferential calculus.
Definition 2.1. A graded associative algebra is an associative algebra Ω = r≥0 Ω r over K, where A := Ω 0 is an associative algebra over K and Ω r , r ≥ 1, are A-bimodules such that Ω r Ω s ⊆ Ω r+s . A bidifferential calculus is a unital graded associative algebra Ω, supplied with two (K-linear) graded derivations d,d : Ω → Ω of degree one (hence dΩ r ⊆ Ω r+1 ,dΩ r ⊆ Ω r+1 ), and such that
The next subsection explains the integrability of the equations (1.2) and (1.3), respectively their predecessor (1.1), in bidifferential calculus. Another subsection recalls a construction of an infinite chain of conservation laws. The third subsection is devoted to integrable PDDEs as realizations of the equations (1.2) or (1.3) in bidifferential calculus. Further subsections deal with bidifferential calculi associated with compatible Lie algebra structures, and with a topic in differential geometry known as Frölicher-Nijenhuis theory.
Linear systems and integrability
Let ∆ ∈ Mat(n, n, A) and λ be an n×n matrix of elements of Ω 1 , subject to the following equations,
2)
The linear systemd
for θ ∈ Mat(m, n, A), then has the integrability condition
If ∆ is such that this implies separate vanishing of both summands, (1.1) turns out to be as a consistency condition of (2.3). (1.1) is integrable in the sense that it arises as the integrability condition of a linear system. The equations (2.2) are in particular solved by λ = 0 and a d-and d-constant ∆.
In the same way one finds that (1.1) is also the integrability condition of the "adjoint" linear systemd
where η ∈ Mat(n, m, A), Γ ∈ Mat(n, n, A), and κ is an n × n matrix of elements of Ω 1 . They have to satisfyd
(2.1) and the graded derivation property of d andd are sufficient to obtain these results.
Conservation laws
Let (Ω, d,d) be a bidifferential calculus. We call a 1-form, i.e., an element J of Ω 1 , a conservation law, if dJ = 0 anddJ = 0 .
Let us assume that
J 1 is then a conservation law. If this implies the existence of an element χ 1 ∈ A such that
then it follows, by use of (2.1), that
is also a conservation law. If the d-cohomology is trivial, this leads to a sequence of conservation laws,
Introducing the formal power series
with a parameter or an indeterminate µ, it satisfies the linear system dχ = µdχ .
Remark 2.2. Introducing the "generalized covariant exterior derivative"
the zero curvature condition (1.1) is equivalent to the bidifferential calculus conditions
now on a graded algebra that extends a matrix algebra over A. If this, in turn, is equivalent to some PDDE, for a particular choice of the bidifferential calculus, then the above construction, withd replaced byD, yields an infinite chain of conservation laws for this PDDE. This has been elaborated for many integrable equations [11] , also see [12] [13] [14] . As a special case, it includes the construction of non-local conservation laws for principal chiral models in [3] , which has been formulated in terms of differential forms and generalized in [9, 10] .
Integrable PDDEs obtained as realizations of equations in bidifferential calculus
Given a unital associative algebra A, a possible choice of Ω is
where (C K ) is the exterior algebra of the vector space C K . In this case it is sufficient to define d andd on A, since they extend in an evident way to Ω, treating elements of (C K ) as d-and d-constants. Let ξ 1 , . . . , ξ K be a basis of
Prototype example: self-dual Yang-Mills. The (anti-) self-dual Yang-Mills equation on a flat four-dimensional space with Euclidean or split signature plays a prominent role as a fourdimensional integrable PDE system, from which many integrable PDEs can be derived via a reduction. It is also a prototype system in bidifferential calculus. Let A be the algebra of smooth complex functions of four (real or complex) variables y,ȳ, z,z. Using (2.6) with K = 2, we define
on A. Here a subscript indicates a partial derivative with respect to the corresponding independent variable. With the above calculus, it follows that (1.2) and (1.3) coincide with two well-known potential forms of the self-dual Yang-Mills equation (cf., e.g., [31] ),
Also see [18] , for example.
Further examples. Many integrable equations can be obtained as a reduction of the self-dual Yang-Mills equation. This holds in particular for the chiral model equation governing stationary and axially symmetric solutions of Einstein's equation in electrovacuum, see [19] and references cited there. However, the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) equation apparently cannot be usefully obtained in this way. But it fits perfectly well into bidifferential calculus. Matrix versions of the most familiar integrable equations (including Korteweg-deVries (KdV), Boussinesq, Sine-Gordon, Nonlinear Schrödinger equation and its integrable discretizations, KP, Davey-Stewartson, Toda and (generalized) Volterra lattices, two-dimensional Toda lattice, discrete KP and Hirota bilinear difference equation) have been treated in the bidifferential calculus framework, and corresponding infinite families of exact (soliton) solutions have been generated. These examples are all based on a graded algebra of the form (2.6). A comprehensive search for further examples still has to be carried out, with the aid of computer algebra.
Compatible Lie algebra structures
Let V be a vector space (over some field), supplied with a Lie algebra structure, which is given by a skew-symmetric map [ , ] : V ⊗ V → V, satisfying the Jacobi identity. Associated with it is the Chevalley-Eilenberg operator δ, defined by
acting on alternating multi-linear maps f : Λ k V → V. Here a hat indicates an omission. Given two compatible Lie algebra structures (which means that any linear combination is also a Lie algebra structure), the corresponding Chevalley-Eilenberg operators δ 1 and
constitute a bidifferential calculus. The case of two compatible Poisson structures on V = C ∞ (M) makes contact with the framework of bi-Hamiltonian systems, also see the next subsection. 2 
Frölicher-Nijenhuis theory
A Nijenhuis tensor on a manifold M is a tensor field N of type (1,1) (or a fiber preserving endomorphism of T M ) on M , with vanishing Nijenhuis torsion, i.e.,
where X, Y are any vector fields on M , and [ , ] denotes the usual commutator on the space of vector fields. In the context of integrable systems, we should mention the notion of a Poisson-Nijenhuis structure on M , which is given by a Poisson structure and a Nijenhuis tensor, satisfying a certain compatibility condition [25, 29] . This structure has been shown to be an integrability feature of many Hamiltonian integrable systems. Given a Nijenhuis tensor, a bidifferential calculus is obtained as follows. Let Ω be the algebra of differential forms on M . Then the exterior derivative d andd = d N := i N d satisfy (2.1). Here we look at N as a vector-valued 1-form, and i N acts via contraction of a vector field and a 1-form. According to Frölicher-Nijenhuis theory [21] , any derivationd of degree one, which anti-commutes with d and satisfiesd 2 = 0, is of the form d N . We note that, via (N * α)(X) := α(N X), N determines an endomorphism N * of the space of 1-forms.
Magri [28] defined a recursion operator on a symplectic manifold (M, ω) to be a Nijenhuis tensor that is compatible with the symplectic 2-form ω. This means that ω(N X, Y ) defines a 2-form and d N ω = 0. This reformulates a crucial structure of bi-Hamiltonian systems (a subclass of integrable systems), which serves to construct a "Lenard chain" of conserved quantities in involution. We also refer to [1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 26, 27, 38] for related work.
Remark 2.3. Using the (local d-) exactness of (d-) closed 1-forms, in [28] Magri formulated the construction of a so-called Lenard chain of functions concisely in terms of d and d N . This is a special case of the construction of conservation laws in bidifferential calculus, recalled in Section 2.2. We note that, in [22] , one meets the notion of a conservation law for a type (1,1) tensor field N . This is defined as a 1-form θ such that dθ = 0 = d N θ, which is thus a special case of our definition of a conservation law in Section 2.2.
Remark 2.4. The (generalized) Hodge star operator used in [9, 10] is a linear map on the space of 1-forms and thus plays the role of N * .
Symmetries in bidifferential calculus
Let us consider the system (1.1). A symmetry of it should be any transformation of A that leaves the system invariant, after implementing the condition that A is a solution. The first of equations (1.1) is obviously invariant under
with a 0-form (element of Ω 0 ) σ. The symmetry condition obtained from the second of equations (1.1) is then
where we used that A shall be a solution of (1.1). If we assume that the d-closed 1-form in the brackets is d-exact, there is a "potential" ρ such that
In the following we show that Bäcklund transformations and Darboux transformations are special classes of such symmetries. Bäcklund transformations arise via elimination of σ from the symmetry conditions. In case of Darboux transformations, a solution σ is constructed by use of the linear or adjoint linear system.
Bäcklund transformation
We show how Bäcklund transformations emerge from the above class of symmetries. If we set ρ = 0 and use dσ = A − A, we obtaind
There are now the following two cases (also see [15, 18] ). 1. Writing A = dφ and A = dφ , the equation dσ = A − A is solved by
where dC = 0. The remaining symmetry condition then reads
This is a relation between two solutions of (1.2), and thus constitutes a Bäcklund transformation for the equation (1.2). 2. Alternatively, using A = (dg) g −1 and A = (dg ) g −1 , we are led to
and thus
This is a Bäcklund transformation for the equation (1.3).
In [15] we derived and recovered Bäcklund transformations from the above general expressions for quite a number of integrable equations.
Forward Darboux transformation
For given solutions ∆ θ , λ θ of (2.2), with n = m, and a solution A 0 of (1.1), let θ ∈ Mat(m, m, A) be an invertible solution of the linear system dθ = A 0 θ + (dθ) ∆ θ + θ λ θ , which is (2.3) with n = m and A replaced by A 0 . Here solutions of (2.2) carry a subscript θ just to remind us of the fact that these are the solutions of (2.2) that appear as coefficients in the linear equation for θ. This convention will be used further on in the present section, but not beyond it.
Setting
it follows that
also satisfies (1.1). Let ψ be a solution of the linear system
where ∆ ψ , λ ψ satisfy (2.2). Then
Backward Darboux transformation
For given solutions Γ η , κ η of (2.5) with n = m, and a solution A 0 of (1.1), let η ∈ Mat(m, m, A) be an invertible solution of the adjoint linear system dη = −η A 0 + Γ η dη + κ η η , which is (2.4) with n = m, and A 0 instead of A. Setting
also satisfies (1.1). Let χ be a solution of the linear system
where Γ χ , κ χ satisfy (2.5). Then
Binary Darboux transformation
The following essentially generalizes the binary Darboux transformation method as formulated, e.g., in [32] , to bidifferential calculus. In order to combine forward and backward Darboux transformations, we have to look for a transformation of χ under the forward Darboux transformation and a transformation of ψ under the backward Darboux transformation. Let Ω(χ, ψ) satisfy the consistent linear equations
indeed satisfy the linear equations
.
in the expressions for σ [±1] , yields
and we obtain
Furthermore,
satisfy the linear equations
The transformation
is the binary Darboux transformation.
1. Using A = dφ, we see that
2. Using instead A = (dg) g −1 , we conclude that
Remark 3.1. Setting
we find that they satisfy the linear system
from which we read off that ∆ q = Γ η , λ q = dΓ η − κ η , Γ r = ∆ θ and κ r = d∆ θ − λ θ . Furthermore, we have
Inserting our expressions for q and r, we can conclude that these equations are solved by setting
Moreover, one can show that
Using q and r in the binary Darboux transformation, we find
hence this leads back to what we started with.
From the above Darboux transformations one recovers known Darboux transformations [32] for many integrable systems via corresponding choices of the bidifferential calculus.
A matrix version of the binary Darboux transformation
Now we drop the restriction n = m, imposed in the preceding section. Let us recall that (1.2) is integrable in the sense that it arises as the integrability condition of the linear system dθ = (dφ) θ + (dθ) ∆ + θ λ . (1.2) is also the integrability condition of the "adjoint" linear system
where Γ and κ have to solve (2.5).
Let Ω be a solution of the linear equations
The equation obtained by acting withd on (4.3) is identically satisfied as a consequence of (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), and the equation that results from (4.3) by acting with d on it. Correspondingly, also the equation that results from acting withd on (4.4) is identically satisfied as a consequence of the preceding equations. If φ 0 is a given solution of (1.2), it follows [18, 19] that
is a new solution of (1.2), and
There is an analogous solution-generating result for equation (1.3), see [6] and references cited there.
5 An infinite system of equations in bidifferential calculus with solutions generated by the binary Darboux transformation
Are there perhaps other equations in bidifferential calculus that can also be solved via the binary Darboux transformation? Let
A corresponding generating function is
which has the following formal power series expansions,
Proposition 5.1. The following recurrence relation holds,
Proof. By a direct computation we obtain
Expansion leads to the asserted sequence of equations.
Acting with d on (5.1) implies
In particular, setting i = j = 0, we see that φ = −Φ 0,0 solves (1.2), which is the binary Darboux transformation result for vanishing seed solution. 
Proof. A direct computation shows that
Expansion yields
By repeated application of this relation, we find
, which is a consequence of (4.3).
Proof. A special case of (5.1) is
Using the lemma, this becomes
From (5.1) we now obtain
which implies our assertion by acting withd on it.
Choosing i = j = −1 in the preceding proposition, we obtain the next result. Remark 5.6. The construction of equations in this section, and corresponding solutions, is analogous to the "Cauchy matrix approach", see [24, 39, 40] .
Deformation of binary Darboux transformations and integrable systems with sources
Let us replace Ω by Ω − ω in the equations of Section 4, i.e.,
where
We note that they satisfyd
By straightforward computations, one proves the following.
Theorem 6.1 ([6] ). Let ∆, Γ, κ, λ satisfy (2.2) and (2.5). Let φ 0 be a solution of (1.2) and θ, η, Ω satisfy the linear equations (4.1), (4.2) and (6.1), respectively. Then
are solutions of
Remark 6.2. The above equations form a consistent system in the sense that any equation derived from it by acting withd on any of its members yields an equation that is satisfied as a consequence of the system. Remark 6.3. Using the last two equations in (6.4), we eliminate θ and η in (6.1) to obtain ∆Ω −Ω Γ = r q +Ω cΩ ,
Together with (6.5), this constitutes a system of equations for φ, q, r andΩ, for which we now have a solution-generating method at hand.
Example 6.4. Let A 0 be the space of smooth complex functions on R 2 . We extend it to A = A 0 [∂], where ∂ is the partial differentiation operator with respect to the coordinate x. On A we define
(cf. [18] ). The maps d andd extend to linear maps on Ω = A ⊗ (C 2 ). Choosing
with constant matrices P, Q, (2.2) and (2.5) are satisfied. Requiring ω x = 0 means c = 0. Furthermore, we are led to set
1. Let ω be constant, so that γ 2 = 0. Then, in terms of u = 2φ x , (6.5) and (6.6) lead to 3
after a redefinition of q. Here we disregarded those equations resulting from (6.6) that involve γ 1 . The above system is the second member of the Yajima-Oikawa hierarchy (also see the appendix of [6] ). 4 The first equation is a KdV equation with "sources". 2. Setting γ 1 = 0, we are led to
where ω t can be absorbed by a redefinition of q or r. Here we disregarded equations resulting from (6.6) that involve γ 2 . This example of a "system with self-consistent sources" appeared in [33] . In both cases, Theorem 6.1 generates exact solutions. Soliton solutions are obtained starting with vanishing seed solution. Many further examples can be found in [6] .
Conclusions and further remarks
Bidifferential calculus is a drastic abstraction of structures that are relevant in the theory of (completely) integrable PDDEs. This structure may well find applications far away from the latter. This suggests to look for associative algebras that admit a bidifferential calculus. So far, there are only few examples beyond differential geometry (Frölicher-Nijenhuis theory) and examples with a graded algebra of the form (2.6), which underlies most of our work on integrable PDDEs. For example, in [37] a bidifferential calculus has been found for the quantum group U q (sl(2)), with q a third root of unity. There is a vast literature by now on differential calculi on some classes of associative algebras. For any example (Ω, d), the question is then whether there exists another graded derivationd on Ω that extends it to a bidifferential caclulus. For instance, this problem could be addressed for (bicovariant) differential calculi on Hopf algebras (quantum groups). Of particular interest are also deformations of algebras that underly classical integrable systems, leading to a kind of "quantization" of the latter. What we are looking for, in particular, is a noncommutative version of Frölicher-Nijenhuis theory. Even concerning classical integrable systems, bidifferential calculus has not been explored systematically, so far. Given a bidifferential calculus, equations like (1.2) or (1.3) are not necessarily equivalent to a non-trivial PDDE (or a system of PDDEs). How to express the dependent variable in a suitable way in terms of the non-commuting elements of the algebra A ? So far this is still too much based on trial and error, and more systematics would be desirable.
We mention the following in order to build a bridge to other contributions to these proceedings, dealing with deformed derivations. Let the space of 1-forms Ω is a generalized derivation [2, 30] (called σ-derivation in [23] , for example). Also see [16, 17] for corresponding examples. There is a similar formula for the left derivatives, of course, and corresponding generalized partial derivatives can also be associated withd. If the aforementioned conditions are met, equations considered in this work can be expressed in terms of these generalized partial derivatives.
